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Local primitive matadors, however, rampaged around the silent night with the girlfriend around, all 
now non-existent 

I have just given the SRO my interventions for today: 12/22/2022 blood pressure 128 / 87 / pulse 106 at 
11.15 a.m After that I took blood pressure tablets like every morning at 6 am. At 12:35 p.m. blood 
pressure was 118 / 82 / heart rate 98. 

Description of the problem: a two-decade problem from Microsoft regarding browser Internet Explorer 
Mailto clipping for e-mail links promptly triggered the installation of a transformer in my globally available 
range of 15 products, which 50 productions over the silent night as well as during the day but silent in 
water-cooled processors in my two home offices, when an hour before completion worldwide street 
gangs, i.e. 1 hour before 5 a.m., at 4 a.m., a street gang outside cursed because of the KESB. 

Street gangs have been performing here since 2019 - Daniel Steiner's also always with USB sticks. Again 
today, but on Bern-Zürich-Strasse from Langenthal to Herzogenbuchsee. Character assassination 
deceptions arose from the KESB, where from street gangs in my apartment their return robbery 2 was 
threatened when rushing out in 2021, as I saw over the radio. Shards slid into my foot. There is also a 
photo of the accident in the ice rink caused by the KESB one hour beforehand, also on your doctor's 
report. 

Meetings, Christmas and good Christmas parties in the Rebstock and in the National Herzogenbuchsee, 
on the other hand, took place indoors and with great service, where I always deal differently with tips 
and donations. 

On the contrary. We always have book works, prospectus works, agenda works through me and above all 
editorial clock works and recently also shop works via a special printing license that is rare worldwide. 

Street gangs are decisive here in a block of flats and influence the quality of life or take our clockwork 
factories 1 and 2 here but social neighborhood home law so much that clockworks resp. Books all 
migrated back to the Zentrum-Amts-Druck-KESB and violated international rights. Even the saved church 
newspaper doesn't stay here for long, along with the top levels of the mayor and Daniel Steiner, who still 
owe me money for this, since I'm not socially integrated locally, but rather around the local area. And 
internationally violated rights beforehand - also by the federal administration as my Eigerstrassler gangs 
in the KAWEDE. On February 8th Championship match 2 in Wankdorf, where I can win everything. We are 
leaders, 7 points ahead. Here on the street and in Emmentag, people say that sport stands in your way  

  

 



 

 

like the bumpy Oberhardstrasse, getting ready against me, risen via local digital indicator group with 
official domains to the obligation to buy internationally, so indispensable for Daniel Steiner and Co., then 
via Swiss women. ch group, right down to the world trade products 1 to 50, whereby 31 to 45 can be 
delivered within an hour as a ZIP worldwide with kernel inside as an ancient b2b business model in 
general and in a consortium of the big ones like Microsoft, Apple and Android my daily since May 
Employers were in the 80 million printerslicensed programmers in research. 

 

 Best regards 

 Andreas Lützenberger 


